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How to become funded 

• Idea 
 

• Commitment 
 
• Grant writing skills 



Idea:  how to develop one 
• Be knowledgable 

– Extensively read existing literature  
– Where is the current cutting edge of knowledge? 
 

• Be thoughtful 
– Devote time to “just” thinking 
– Think in question format:  formally write out every question you’d like to ask that’s 

even remotely related to your project 
– Think in experiment format:  formally write out every possible experiment you 

should do or you dream about doing – with no consideration of money, expertise 
or equpiment 

– Think in hypothesis format:  formally write out all of the hypotheses related to 
your project 
 

• Be creative 
– Borrow tools and approaches from other fields 
– Combine these in new and compelling ways 
 

• Be open to feedback and criticism 
– Share your ideas with colleagues before you start writing 
– Learn to accept criticism – it’s not personal 



Commitment 
• Passion 

 
• Attitude 

– I can’t         - I can and I will 
– I don’t have time        - I will reorder my priorities 
– There’s too much competition          - I welcome the chance to  

       compete 
– It’s good as it is now        -  It can always be better 
– I’ll submit now and “get in line”       -  I won’t submit until it’s the very best 

        grant I can write  
 

• Time 
– Lead time – how much time do you think it takes to prepare a 25 

page grant submission? 
– Quality time 



Grant writing skills 

• There’s one and only one key point 
– You have to sell your ideas to reviewers 
– You have to make the Reviewer your 

advocate in the Study Section (more on that 
later) 

• How? 
 



How to sell your ideas to the 
Reviewer 

A successful salesperson 
– Has something special to offer (significance and importance of 

work to the field) 
– Makes a good first impression (Specific Aims Page) 
– Is well prepared and knowledgable (B+S section) 
– Has appropriate credentials (BioSketch) 
– Provides supporting documentation (Preliminary data; published 

papers) 
– Delivers a clear message than can be understood by a 

knowledgable person without specialized background (Research 
plan) 

– Has appropriate endorsements (Letters of Collaboration from 
colleagues) 

– Is persistent!!! 



Abstract 
•  A concise summary of the question/hypothesis, aims and their 
SIGNIFICANCE 
 

• Text boxes taken from Dr. Erfei Bi, Associate Professor, Dept. of 
Cell Biology and Development, Univ. Penn SOM 
 



Specific Aims section 

• The single most important section in the grant 
– It’s the master plan for the rest of the proposal 
– You engage or lose the Reviewer on this page 

 
• It’s the most difficult section to write 

– The logic of each aim must be compelling 
– The answers must be important to the field 

 
• Write Aims that you are excited about!  

 



Specific Aims section 
• Whenever possible – test a hypothesis in the specific 

aim title 
– You want the Reviewer to know that your work is hypothesis 

driven 
– Don’t make the Reviewer work to figure out what the hypothesis 

is 
• The goal of the aim should be to understand mechanism 

– even if the experiments are largely descriptive 
 
• 3 – 4 Specific Aims for a 4 to 5 year grant – each aim is 

a paper, or is a significant part of a paper 
 
• The Specific Aims should be detailed but far reaching – 

the Aims should not be a list of experiments 
 



Specific Aims - Examples 

Okay: 
Specific Aim 1:  To test the hypothesis that 

neurons in the GluR1 knockout mouse will have 
delayed dendritic maturation. 

 
Better: 
Specific Aim 1:  To test the hypothesis that GluR1 

signaling is necessary for dendritic maturation. 
 (or is sufficient). 





Specific Aims:  Dos 

• Write your Aims early – some may fall apart as 
you design a plan to test them or discuss them 
with colleagues 

• Try to limit this section to one page – it’s a 
roadmap to the rest of the proposal and it must 
include the logic behind your aims.  

• Don’t assume your Reviewer is an expert in your 
particular area – so write Aims for a non-expert 
compared to the rest of the proposal 



Specific Aims:  Don’ts 
• Don’t state a hypothesis that you cannot actually test 

with the experiments you are proposing 
 

• Avoid using phrases like:  To correlate…  To describe… 
To develop; these help get your grant pegged as “too 
descriptive” 
 

• Avoid wishy-washy, passive tense, or flowery language – 
instead write your aims in active form with strong 
meaningful verbs 
 

• Don’t write aims that can be viewed as “a fishing 
expedition” – microarray experiments, expression 
cloning, etc. 



Background and Significance 

• Background 
– Should lead the reader to each question or 

hypothesis that you’re testing in each aim 
 

• Significance 
– State this explicitly  
– This section must explain why the Study Section 

should fund your proposal rather than the next one  
– What is the “value added” to your field if you’re able to 

do the work? 





Preliminary Studies 

• In order of Specific Aims 
• You don’t have to know the outcome of each 

experiment before the grant is submitted 
• You DO have to: 

– Show that you can perform all of the necessary 
techniques and methods (Letters of Collaboration) 

– You are committed to this area of research and are off 
and running 

– New techniques are feasible, reliable and yield 
interpretable data 





Experimental Plan 
• Specific Aims are fleshed out with the 

actual experimental approach 
– Rationale (1 paragraph) – logic-why are you doing it? 

Two possible things: why are you asking this question in the first place? v/s why 
are you doing THESE SPECIFIIC EXPERIMENTS?  

– Experiments – how- how are you doing it? 

• CONTROLS (positive and negative) 
– Analysis and Interpretation – what will results 

mean? 
– Pitfalls and Alternative Approaches 
– Detailed Methods 





Other grant parts 

E. Human Subjects  
 
F. Vertebrate Animals 
 
G. Literature Cited 
 
H. Consortium/Contractual Arrangements 
 
I.  Consultants 



You have a draft…now what? 
• Rewrite. 

– Read each sentence ALOUD.  Can it be made simpler?  Less 
wordy?  More compelling?  

– The only good writing is REWRITING. 
 

• Get feedback from other scientists – in and somewhat 
tangential to your field 
– Timing 
– Accepting criticism 
– “Pay it forward” principle 

 
• Repeat above. 

 



Other Important Issues 
• Page requirements 
• Font size and line spacing 
• SPACING OF TEXT SECTIONS 
• Embed figures into the text.  Include a brief, 

clear legend. 
• Figure must be absolutely clear/visible to the 

Reviewer – include color pages and mark these 
copies as “Color Figures for Reviewer.” 

• Learn how to use MS Word 
• Spelling and grammar – ZERO TOLERANCE for 

sloppy mistakes.   





Responding to the Reviews 
• Read the reviews. 
• Get over your disappointment and anger. 
• Don’t take it personally. 
• Respect the Reviewers, their Reviews, and the process.   
• Take them seriously – often they are right. 
• Make a list of the major and minor issues and respond first to the 

major ones. 
• Directly respond to the criticisms with positive responses.  If the 

Reviewer misunderstood and is thus wrong -- it’s your fault, not 
theirs!  

• So, show them why, using facts, logic, additional explanation, 
references, etc. 

• Do not NOT address one of the issues, even the most minor one, 
that is raised by a Reviewer – especially if more than one Reviewer 
mentions it. 

• Don’t send the same grant back.  You must show progress, 
evolution of your thinking, etc.   

• Don’t include anything so far out that can raise new questions if your 
score is close. 



NIH’s new electronic grant 
application process 

 Date:         Tue, 13 Dec 2005 17:00:00 -0500  
Reply-To: PennERA@POBOX.UPENN.EDU  
Sender: PennERA Proposal Tracking Investigators <ERA_PT_INVESTIGATORS@LISTS.UPENN.EDU>  
From: PennERA@POBOX.UPENN.EDU  
Subject: NIH/Grants.gov Webcast Update  
To: ERA_PT_INVESTIGATORS@LISTS.UPENN.EDU  
X-Spam-Checker-Version: SpamAssassin 3.0.0 (2004-09-13) on pobox.upenn.edu  
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-10.6 required=5.0 tests=ALL_TRUSTED,HTML_30_40,  
        HTML_MESSAGE,MIME_HTML_ONLY,NO_REAL_NAME autolearn=disabled  
        version=3.0.0  
X-Spam-Level:  
 
TITLE:   NIH's New Electronic Grant Application Process and the SF424 (R&R)  
 
PURPOSE:   By May 2007 all research grant applications for NIH will have to be submitted electronically through 
Grants.gov using the SF424 Research & Related (R&R) form set. This training session, geared toward the 
applicant community, will provide an overview of NIH's transition plans, the submission process and the new form 
set. A question and answer session will follow the formal presentations.  
 
  
WHEN & WHERE:   2 Sessions Available   DUNLOP AUDITORIUM,  ground floor, Stemmler Hall  

  Wednesday, January 11, 2006, 8:30 AM to 12:00 PM EST    
  Wednesday, January 11, 2006, 12:30 PM to 4:00 PM EST    
   

Both the morning and afternoon sessions will also be available for remote viewing via VideoCast, NIH's 
streaming video service. For more information OR to register to view this program on your desktop: 
 
http://era.nih.gov/training/ElectronicSubmission/ 
 
  
IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO VIEW THE WEBCAST IN DUNLOP AUDITORIUM, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO 
REGISTER. 
 



On line resources for grant writing 
• Visit the Advance faculty professional development web 

site at www.med.upenn.edu/fapd/advance and view the 
following materials on the research page: 
– All About Grants tutorial on developing R01 grant applications 

produced by the NIAID at the NIH 
http://www.niaid.nih.gov/ncn/grants/default.htm 

 CHECKLIST – very helpful 
– Common Pitfalls of Grant Preparation 

PowerPoint with synchronized voice by Dr. Ann Kennedy, 
Professor of Research Oncology at Penn School of Medicine 
 

• Some information taken from “Grantsmanship workshop:  
how to develop a fundable research proposal,” T. Bray, 
Ph.D., Dean, Oregon State Univ. College of Health and 
Human Sciences 
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